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Abstract: Marine stratocumulus (MSC) clouds are important to the climate as they cover vast areas
of the ocean’s surface, greatly affecting radiation balance of the Earth. Satellite imagery shows
that MSC clouds exhibit different morphologies of closed or open mesoscale cellular convection
(MCC) but many limitations still exist in studying MCC dynamics. Here, we present a convolutional
neural network algorithm to classify pixel-level closed and open MCC cloud types, trained by either
visible or infrared channels from a geostationary SEVIRI satellite to allow, for the first time, their
diurnal detection, with a 30 min. temporal resolution. Our probability of detection was 91% and
92% for closed and open MCC, respectively, which is in line with day-only detection schemes. We
focused on the South-East Atlantic Ocean during months of biomass burning season, between 2016
and 2018. Our resulting MCC type area coverage, cloud effective radii, and cloud optical depth
probability distributions over the research domain compare well with monthly and daily averages
from MODIS. We further applied our algorithm on GOES-16 imagery over the South-East Pacific
(SEP), another semi-permanent MCC domain, and were able to show good prediction skills, thereby
representing the SEP diurnal cycle and the feasibility of our method to be applied globally on different
satellite platforms.

Keywords: marine stratocumulus clouds; convolutional neural networks; SEVIRI; GOES

1. Introduction

Marine stratocumulus (MSC) clouds are an important component of the climate
system, as they cover vast areas of the Earth’s ocean surface, they affect the radiation
balance of the Earth [1], and are major contributors to the uncertainty in the changing
energy budgets in climate models [2]. MSC clouds are low-level clouds that strongly
reflect incoming solar radiation back to space, thereby exerting a net-negative shortwave
cloud radiative effect that is primarily controlled by factors such as the cloud albedo and
cloud coverage, which are properties of the open and closed mesoscale cellular convection
(MCC) structure, comprising MSC clouds [3]. These two dynamic states of open and closed
MCC cells are clearly observed in satellite imagery, as seen in the research domain area
investigated herein (Figure 1). The cell type morphology and properties (e.g., cloud droplet
number concentrations, effective radius, and precipitation rate) modulate the overall cloud
coverage and albedo of the MSC cloud fields [4,5], sometimes on very short time scales.
Hence, the ability to track cloud type coverage changes from space will enable us to better
discern how different environmental conditions (such as different meteorological features
or pollution levels, e.g., from fires) interact and affect these clouds, and how this in turn
affects the Earth’s radiative budget and climate. From the remote sensing perspective,
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among these unique regions of open and closed MCC clouds are the semi-permanent
stratocumulus cloud decks over the South-East Atlantic (SEA) Ocean, which are often
overlaid by absorbing aerosols (e.g., [6]), and so adequate retrieval of aerosol properties
from such regions relies on the correct assumption on the underlying cloud albedo, which
is a function of the MCC cloud type [7].
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Figure 1. (a) SEVIRI VIS channel (0.6 mm), (b) IR channel (10.8 mm), and (c) MCC cloud type regions
(closed, open, and disorganized) as labeled for the training process overlying the visible image. The
image is from 20 August 2016, 09:00 UTC, showing the research area and training domain over the
SEA Ocean. The insert in (c) shows examples of the different cloud types recognized within the
research domain, with type (Bkg/ocean) and other (other cloud types, not MCC) lumped together as
background/other types in the final training process. MCC cloud types and their selection for the
model training are further detailed in the Section 3.

To-date, several machine learning-based algorithms to detect MCC cloud types have
been developed. Among the most established is the Wood and Hartmann [4] algorithm,
which is based on training a MLP (Multi-Layer Perceptron) model with MODIS (Mod-
erate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) and the LWP (liquid water path) amount and
distribution to categorize the MCC cell type on imagery patches of 256 × 256 km2. This
method produces results for patches with relatively large spatial resolutions, and was
shown to be useful in determining global and seasonal trends [1,2]. However, due to
the algorithm utilization of cloud products derived from visible imagery and its coarse
spatial resolution, its applicability for studying the dynamics and diurnal cycle of such
systems is limited. Recently, a modification to this method was published [8], wherein a
deep CNN (convolutional neural network) was trained on cloud-masked scene patches of
128 × 128 pixels (128× 128 km2 close to nadir) of visible reflectance (0.55 mm) images from
MODIS as their input, while producing six MCC cloud types, expanding on the Wood and
Hartmann [4]’s four cloud types. Although Ref. [8] used CNN in their cloud classification,
they used it as a multi-label classification (i.e., producing one class per patch), where the
patch class pertains to the area surrounding the center of the patch (e.g., [9]). This method
produces one cloud type class for relatively a large spatial patch (128 × 128 km2), restricts
retrievals to within 45 degrees from nadir, and is limited to once-daily temporal coverage.
A much finer spatial-scale segmentation approach for MCC cell type investigations was
demonstrated in [3], where a watershed segmentation method was used to delineate open
and closed cellular structures (order of 7 km) from GOES geostationary imagery. Their
method proved to be useful for tracking open and closed cell dynamics; however, the
scenes had to be classified manually a priori as closed/open cells before their utilization as
inputs to the segmentation algorithm used to track cloud movement. Recently, Ref. [10]
used CNN to detect pockets of open cells (POC) from MODIS imagery to come up with
a long-term estimation of their occurrence over the SEA and other semi-permanent MSC
locations. However, their classification was focused on larger-scale seasonal variations of
only POC within an entire domain using the once-daily MODIS dataset. Our goal here
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was to develop a simple-to-use algorithm that can generate a MCC cloud typing with fine
spatial and temporal resolutions from geostationary satellite imagery.

To achieve the goal set in this work, we utilized a fully convolutional CNN architecture
(following [11,12]) to generate a semantically segmented (i.e., pixel-by-pixel) classification
maps of open and closed MCC cloud types. Our algorithm was constructed to utilize single-
channel (visible or infrared) high-temporal-resolution imagery (30 min) from geostationary
satellites. Specifically, our algorithm was trained and used to predict 3 × 3 km2 pixel
resolution images from the SEVIRI instrument onboard the MeteoSat satellite, but was also
applied on the Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) on GOES. The main contributions from
this work include the following:

• Generating MSC cloud type classification on a fine temporal and spatial resolution
compared with currently available products;

• The ability to generate high-temporal-resolution diurnal variability (including during
the nighttime) for MCC cloud types from satellite observations;

• The algorithm was shown to be easily transformable to different satellite platforms.

This manuscript is organized in the following manner: Section 2 describes the re-
search domain and the SEVIRI dataset used for this investigation, Section 3 describes the
training and test data used in the algorithm development for both the VIS (visible) and IR
(infrared) imagery, algorithm configurations, and hyperparameter tests, as well as its final
configuration. Section 4 provides results from both VIS-only and IR-only trained models
and discusses their comparison and validation with test data and other datasets, as well
as examines MCC cloud type diurnal and seasonal variability for the research domain.
In addition, it presents the applicability of the method on the GOES-ABI imagery and
discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the new method, and how it may be improved
for global operational applications. Section 5 discusses our work in the context of other
works and steps forward.

2. Data
2.1. The Research Domain

Herein, we focused on the South-East Atlantic (SEA) Ocean domain (Figure 1), off
the coast of southern West Africa (0–30◦S, 20◦W–10◦E). This region is of special interest
to the radiative and climate community because of its semi-permanent stratocumulus
cloud deck, which exerts a substantial influence on regional and global radiative budget
estimations and their uncertainty in climate models (e.g., [13,14]). This is especially true
during the biomass burning (BB) season (Aug–Oct.), where the prevailing easterly wind
transports BB aerosols from sub-Saharan Africa fire events to the SEA where the MSC
cloud deck is located. This leads to a persistent above-cloud aerosol phenomenon during
the BB season that is highly unique to the SEA region ([14–17]), which was specifically
targeted by several international campaign efforts between 2016 and 2018, including the
ORACLES (ObseRvations of Aerosols above CLouds and their intEractionS) campaign [6],
CLoud–Aerosol–Radiation Interaction and Forcing: Year 2017 (CLARIFY-2017, [18]), and
LASIC—Layered Atlantic Smoke Interactions with Clouds [19]. Previous studies have
shown that above-cloud BB aerosols can influence the cloud water path and cloud mi-
crophysics through semi-direct and indirect effects [20–24]. However, this is still a topic
of active research. Hence, in this work we focused on satellite measurements that corre-
sponded to the BB season sampled during ORACLES.

2.2. SEVIRI

SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager) is the main payload of the
current European Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite, having 12 spectral channels,
of which 8 are in the infrared with a surface resolution of 3 km at the subsatellite point.
The primary location of Meteosat is at 0◦E, which provides full disk images about every
12 min. In this work, we used multi-channel-calibrated and geo-rectified Level 1B products
with 4 files per hour (at 15 min. intervals) downloaded from the Lille University ICARE
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ftp website: icare.univ-lille1.fr/SPACEBORNE/GEO/MSG+0000/L1_B (accessed on 1
November 2021). From the multi-channel NetCDF file we extracted the visible (VIS) top-of-
atmosphere reflectance channels at 0.6, 0.8, and 1.6 mm (value range 0–1), and the infrared
(IR) brightness temperature (BT, in Kelvin) channels of 3.9, 10.8, and 12.0 mm. To convert
channel data into grayscale images, visible channels were multiplied by 255. IR images
(IRscaled) were normalized according to the following equation and converted to unsigned
8-bit integers:

IRscaled = (255.0 ∗ (IR− BTmin)/(BTmax − BTmin)) (1)

where BTmin and BTmax were chosen to be 270 and 295 K, respectively. These values were
selected from the image histograms to represent the majority of the pixels’ ranges in the
investigated domain, where most of the clouds are low level and have relatively high BT
temperatures. While we used the 0.6 channel for labeling purposes, and either 0.6 (VIS)
or 10.8 (clear IR) as inputs to our models, the additional channels were used as visual
auxiliaries in the labeling process.

2.3. GOES-ABI

The Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) is the primary instrument on the GOES-R Se-
ries for imaging Earth’s weather, oceans, and environment. ABI views the Earth with
16 different spectral bands, including two visible channels, four near-infrared channels,
and ten infrared channels. The GOES data (GOES-16, centered on 75◦W) used herein for
predictions of MCC over the South-East Pacific (SEP) were taken from the ICARE ftp web-
site under /SPACEBORNE/GEO/GOESNG-0750/L1_B/. When generating predictions
with GOES, we used the IR channel (10.3 mm) as an input, scaled similarly to SEVIRI using
Equation (1).

3. Methodology
3.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Models

CNN (convolutional neural network) architectures (e.g., [25]), which comprise a type
of deep neural network (NN), containing multiple layers, are suited to ingest and process
images, as they can perform 3D convolution operations over their n-dimensional input
array (width × height × depth). Through their multiple convolutional filters, they perform
feature extraction through the training process, which also preserves the spatial relationship
between the pixels, thus learning image features in addition to other features including
spectral ones and local ones (e.g., intensity).

CNNs have been implemented in a wealth of applications, especially in the AI (Ar-
tificial Intelligence) community (face recognition, self-driving cars), as well as with the
remote sensing community, for performing image classification (e.g., [8,26,27]) or semantic
segmentation (e.g., [11,12,28]). Specifically, in Ref. [8] MCC cloud prediction was based on
a single class selection for a given patch (128 × 128 pixels/km2), utilizing only the encoder
(i.e., feature extractor) part of a CNN architecture, as illustrated in Figure 2. However,
this type of classification often does not take into account the entire surrounding spatial
context. Furthermore, their prediction over an entire region (thousands of kilometers) was
performed via predicting adjacent patches rather than patches with overlap, eventually
resulting in a relatively sparsely classified image (as seen in their Figure 7). Here, as our
goal was to classify each pixel in a given image, we utilized a fully convolutional network
(FCN, [29]) in an encoder–decoder structure (Figure 2). The encoder functions as a feature
extractor, while the decoder attempts to reconstruct the image labels at a scale similar to
the original image by upsampling the high-level but spatially compact features, usually
through 2-D transpose convolutions (also known as deconvolutional filters). As depicted
in the figure, the encoder part contains multiple blocks with varying sizes and numbers of
convolutional layer units and batch normalization and ReLU (rectified Linear Unit) activa-
tion function units, resulting in the contraction of the original image size. This approach
is commonly used in architectures such as VGG-16 [30], ResNet [31], DeepLab [32], and
FCN [29]. To obtain the semantically segmented output image, a decoder part (Figure 2)

icare.univ-lille1.fr/SPACEBORNE/GEO/MSG+0000/L1_B
/SPACEBORNE/GEO/GOESNG-0750/L1_B/
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needs to be added to upsample and “de-convolve” the contracted image back to the original
size. Skipping connections or “pool indices” are added between the encoder and decoder
parts to allow for different-level features to be upsampled and concatenated before the
final classification layer (e.g., softmax multi-class). This entire architecture structure is
commonly applied in some of the most popular architectures, such as DeepLab [32] and
U-Net (e.g., [33]).
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Figure 2. A general scheme of a fully convolutional network (adapted from [34]) that generates
a semantic segmentation cloud classification map with an imagery input layer (of VIS channel in
this case). The encoder part includes a series of convolutions, batch normalizations, and activation
functions, each to extract spatial features diminishing the original imagery dimensions. The decoder
part includes convolutions and upsampling operations, also drawing from various encoder layer
outputs, to re-generate the original image dimensions. The final output layer is a multi-class map
(with dimensions similar to the input image) generated by a multi-class SOFTMAX probabilistic
output function.

3.2. Training and Test Sets

The first step in creating a CNN network is to establish a training set for the network
to learn from. As this is a supervised network (i.e., learns from examples), cloud type labels
need to be generated manually from the input imagery files. Figure 3 shows an example
of the labeling procedure, where VIS imagery (a) was used as a reference to define cloud
MCC type polygons (b) that were then converted to a discrete color class map (c). The
labeling was carried out using the open-source Python labeling tool labelme [35], which
allows the creation of multi-faceted polygons representing regions of mutual labels. The
ground-truth maps (Figure 3c) were decoded into a PNG (portable network graphic) image
file format, with discrete color numbers for each of the class types. Before carrying out the
training process of the network, these numbers were converted to integer values between
0 and 3 to represent the four class types as follows: 0—other (black in the color legend),
which includes ocean/background and cloud types other than MCC, 1—closed MCC (red),
2—Disorganized (disorg.) MCC (green), and 3—open MCC (yellow). For training the IR
network (which uses the 10.8 mm IR imagery as input, see Figure 3d), VIS-based label
maps (e.g., Figure 3c) were used as ground-truth maps.

To construct our training set, we selected 50 independent scenes (each covering a
domain of 3639 × 3795 km2), sampled randomly between the months of August through
October in 2016–2018 over various hours of the day (09:00–15:00 UTC), with an emphasis
on allowing each year, month, and time of day to be represented. Identification of MCC
cloud types was conducted manually by the authors, who are experts on the subject matter
in this field. Specifically, closed MCC is characterized by close-knit cell structures, which
feature high reflectivity (bright pixels), while open MCC is characterized by a honey-
comb structure, with bright edges and dark inner pixels. We trained our network using
10,000 128 × 128-pixel patches selected randomly from the training dataset (42 scenes),
without overlap, with 85% of the patches used for the training and 15% for validation. The
remaining 8 labeled scenes were used for the final model testing. Patch sizes of 64 × 64,
128 × 128, and 256 × 256 pixels were all tested in the training process. As the patch size
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of 128 × 128 pixels provided the best validation accuracy, we used this as our input patch
size. Note that although our input patch size was selected to be 128 × 128 pixels, the
classifications were generated per pixel (i.e., 3 × 3 km2 for SEVIRI and 2 × 2 km2 for
GOES-ABI).
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Figure 3. An example of the labeling process used in training our cloud type MCC CNN network,
with (a) a VIS image as an input to the labeling tool labelme [35], (b) the labeled polygons overlaid on
the imagery, (c) the generated PNG discrete label map used as the ground-truth map in the training
process, and (d) a scaled IR image that was used as an input to train the IR network, using the label
map in (c) as the ground-truth map.

To augment our labeled dataset used for training, we applied image augmentation
routines, which include patch rotation (vertical and horizontal) variations. Brightness and
contrast augmentations were tested as well, but did not yield much difference, plausibly
because of the utilization of batch normalization during training.

3.3. CNN Model Setup, Architecture, and Hyperparameter Selection

Following our labeling procedure, we tested three encoder–decoder-based CNN
architectures: (1) a simple (three-block) Unet, (2) a full Unet (nine blocks), and (3) a
Resnet101 (encoder)–DeepLabV3 (decoder). All three were implemented through the open-
source Pytorch module in Python, with the first network manually coded, and the last two
using the pre-coded models in the Pytorch package, modified to fit our data input and
output dimensions, without using the pre-trained weights. As the second model (a full
Unet architecture) based on that of Ref. [36] provided the best results, it was used for the
ensuing analysis. The uniqueness of a Unet architecture is that it has a similar number of
downsample (encoder) and upsample (decoder) blocks, whereas in our simple architecture
we used the total of three blocks (each with two convolution layers), and in the full Unet
we had nine blocks with twenty-three overall convolutional layers [36], improving the
segmentation results.

As detailed in our training procedure, we defined four classes (background/other,
closed MCC, disorg. MCC, and open MCC), where the background/other class contains
both the ocean background scenes and other cloud types (mid- and high-level clouds as well
as other low-level clouds without a distinct organized cellular structure). As mentioned
above, the closed and open MCC classes have distinct differences, with closed having a
more close-knit honeycomb structure and being characterized by small cloud droplets, and
open MCC has a honey-comb-like structure with a clear area in the middle, with larger
effective cloud radii and smaller cloud optical thickness (COT) than the closed MCC. The
disorg. MCC type is almost a hybrid version of these two types, featuring larger cells but
without a distinct honey-comb structure. Moreover, it consists of small COT (like the open
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MCC) and small effective radii (like closed MCC). Since its structure is not well defined,
its labeling can be subjective at times, which can eventually affect its prediction accuracy.
Some examples of inconsistent “ground-truth” disorg. MCC labels compared with model
predictions are shown in Figure 4. This model used one visible channel (0.6 mm) as an
input for the four-class classification task. For this, we received an overall test set accuracy
of 75%, which was driven down by the low (37%) accuracy for the disorg. MCC class
type, mostly being confused with the other cloud types as shown in the figure. As the
‘other’ class type might include mid- or high-level clouds (identified from the IR channels),
this might be one of the causes of mis-classification. In addition, and as seen from rows
a–c in Figure 4, ground-truth disorg. MCC can feature slightly different structures (with
varying sizes of “blob”-type scales), which makes their objective labeling and prediction
difficult. For example, in Figure 4a–c predictions are shown on the right column, with
Disorg. MCC predicted as disorg., open, and closed for panels a, b, and c, respectively.
However, although the original label (generated over an entire domain scene) defined
these patches as disorg., the prediction either as open or closed in panels b and c does
seem correct based on the small-scale view of the selected patch. In contrast, panels d–f
show ground truth as either closed or open MCC, which were partially predicted as disorg.
MCC. Here, the model seemed to be predicting well based on the smaller-scale patch size
(128 × 128). We also note (Figure 4f) that the predicted map was smoother than the truth
map, which could also negatively bias the model prediction accuracy. Another reason
for the low prediction accuracy of the disorg. MCC class is the small amount of training
samples (15%), as this type represents a transition between a closed MCC structure and a
less structured one.

Hence, in an attempt to improve the classes’ statistic imbalance, we used a weighted
cross-entropy (CE) loss function in our next model iteration, with w = 1/S, where S is the
relative proportion of each class in the training set as follows: S = [0.43 0.25 0.15 0.17]:

l(x, y) = L = {l1, . . . . . . , lN}T , ln = −
C

∑
c=1

wclog
exp(xn,c)

∑C
i=1 exp(xn,i)

yn,c (2)

where x is the input, y is the target, w is the weight, C is the number of classes, and N spans
a batch-size (number of samples used for training in each step of the epoch) dimension.
This resulted in disorg. MCC’s accuracy improving to 47% and the open MCC-type’s
test accuracy improving from 76% to 80%. Following this, we decided to combine the
disorg. MCC class type with the “other/bkg” class type and concentrate our efforts on
analyzing the closed MCC versus open MCC cloud type over the investigated domain, as
these two MCC types are most distinct in terms of their frequency and radiative effects in
the research domain.

To decide on the best network architecture and hyperparameter setup for the three-
class case (after class 0 and 2 were unified), we tested several loss functions, including
un-weighted CE, weighted CE, Focal Loss [37], and L2 norm, where the weighted loss
CE was the only one that solved the class imbalance issue for the open MCC type. We
selected the best batch-size and learning rate (LR) using a grid search over the following
parameters: batch size {8,16,32,64,128,256} and LR {1× 10−3, 1× 10−4, 1× 10−5}, where the
best results were achieved by using a batch size of 16 and a LR of 0.0001. We trained over
200 epochs, with the Adam stochastic gradient-based optimizer [38] and Beta parameters of
0.9 and 0.999, respectively. For initialization, we used the Xavier initialization method [39]
with mean = 0 and std = 1. When using batch normalization with the Unet architecture,
during the test/inference process we used the normalization weights from the training.
For pre-processing, the data were normalized so that their mean was around zero and the
standard deviation was 1. Training with each parameter setup took about an hour with a
single Nvidia GeForce RTX GPU processing card.
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Figure 4. Samples of 128 × 128 pixel patches used for prediction, where the left column shows the
input VIS patch image, the center column shows the manually generated ground-truth map label
used to calculate our test result accuracy, and the right column shows the class label prediction with
(a) the manually labeled and correctly predicted disorg. class, (b) a manually labeled disorg. scene
classified as partly disorg. and partly open MCC, (c) a manually labeled disorg. scene classified as
closed MCC by the model, (d) a manually labeled closed MCC classified as partially closed MCC and
partially disorg., (e) a mixed scene manually labeled as open and closed, classifying the closed label
as disorg., and (f) manually labeled and correctly predicted closed and open MCC classes.
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Our final prediction process was performed on full domain scenes (1213× 1265 pixels),
which are needed for calculating domain cloud type percentages and their temporal trends.
Here, we first performed a moving window prediction of 128 × 128 pixel patches (with no
overlap). Then, we performed morphological operations [40] in order to fill small holes
and to delete some “islands” in the masks. We used a kernel of elliptical shape in the size
of 3 × 3 pixels and a dilation operation with three iterations. This operation enhanced both
the boundaries and filled the islands and holes within the entire prediction domain, thereby
creating a smoother prediction mask. An attempt to use an 8/9 window overlap prediction
with a focus of the center 42 × 42 pixels resulted in a slightly visually smoother image but
did not improve the overall prediction (slightly decreasing overall accuracy by 1.5%) and
increased prediction time by ×9 fold; hence, it was not implemented.

4. Results

This section summarizes our results as follows: (1) MCC semantic segmentation using
only VIS imagery as inputs under various VIS model configurations, (2) MCC semantic
segmentation using only IR imagery and comparison with VIS model predictions, (3) MCC
cloud type diurnal and seasonal variability over the research domain and comparison with
the available literature, and (4) MCC predictions over the South-East Pacific (SEP) domain
utilizing GOES-ABI IR images as inputs.

4.1. MCC Semantic Segmentation—VIS Model

As detailed in the methodology section, our final model used the full Unet architecture,
with the hyperparameters listed in Section 3.3, while training and predicting with three
main classes, namely: (1) other, (2) closed MCC, and (3) open MCC. With the final setup, we
trained the model twice: (1) on all randomly selected data patches (128 × 128) for the three
classes (~9200 patches), hereafter referred to as the all-data model, and (2) only on patches
that showed a majority (97% and above) of one class within the patch boundaries (~5050),
hereafter referred to as the single-class model. Figure 5 presents the confusion matrix (CM)
prediction accuracy on test patches not used in the model training for the two trained
models. Figure 5A shows the all-data model predictions on patches containing more than
one class per patch, and Figure 5B shows all-data model predictions on patches containing
one class majority. Figure 5C shows the CM prediction results from a single-class-trained
model used to predict patches containing multiple classes. The incentive of testing the
prediction on patches having more than one class versus patches with one main class was
to allow better comparison with current state-of-the-art models (i.e., [8]), which generate
predictions of mostly uniform patches. As seen, when a patch contained one main class,
the all-data trained model performed similarly to [8], with 92% vs. 94% for the closed MCC
type, and 87% vs. 89% for the open MCC type, respectively. The fact that the open MCC
type, when predicted in a multi-class patch, showed slightly lower accuracy rates seems to
stem from the uncertainty in the boundary definition in instances where open MCCs are
enclosed as POCs within a closed MCC deck. This was also shown recently by [10], where
their pixel-by-pixel accuracy of POC predictions in MODIS imagery was much lower (not
reported) compared with their accuracy based on an entire POC instance detection per
image. The latter resulted in 86% POC prediction accuracy, very similar to ours. Conversely,
in Figure 5C, we show that training a model on patches that contain mostly one class did
not perform well when attempting to predict multi-class patches. This exercise revealed
that the main errors we had were on the boundaries between multiple cloud classes. Hence,
since the ground-truths on the boundaries are not well-defined because of the texture of
the clouds that change smoothly, our overall model accuracy is actually higher than the
reported confusion matrix accuracies.

Although we showed (Figure 5A,B) good detection rates for our test patches using
the VIS model, we noted that when performing a prediction on the entire domain, closed
and open MCC cloud coverage percentage decreased between 14:00 and 16:00 UTC. This
is likely a result of the diminishing lighting available in or the VIS channel towards dusk.
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Hence, we explored this issue further and resolved it through the utilization of the IR-based
model, as detailed in the next section.
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4.2. MCC Semantic Segmentation—Comparison between VIS and IR Models

The IR-only model was trained with similar parameters as the VIS-only model, using
the 10.8 mm scaled image channel as an input. In Figure 6 we show predictions from either
the VIS-only model (a–c) and the IR-only model (d–f) for a test scene on 5 September 2017
at 10:00 UTC that was not used in the training. CM values for other, closed, and open MCC
classes were 95%, 88%, and 73% for the VIS model, and 71%, 93%, and 95% for the IR model,
respectively. The latter confirms the superiority of the IR model in better distinguishing
between closed and open MCC cloud types, with the VIS-only model mostly confused
between these two classes and the “other” class.
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scene on 5 September 2017, 10:00 UTC, and (d–f) similar but for the IR-only model prediction.
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Figure 7 summarizes the comparison between the two models, with panels a and b
showing VIS and IR confusion matrix results, respectively, for two full day-only scenes (at
10:00 and 12:00 UTC), and panels c and d show accumulated VIS and IR results, respectively,
for four full test scenes (3639 × 3795 km2) including twilight times (where light is still
available for visible imagery) at 08:00 and 16:00 UTC, which correspond to the local time at
the domain location. These results demonstrate the better capability of the IR-only model
to classify open MCC structure, as POCs or as larger patches, during both daytime and
transition times, where the VIS model fails. As shown, the IR-only model seemed to suffer
from low accuracy values for the “other” class type. This is likely a result of a mix of
multiple classes into this one class with sufficiently different features as seen by the IR
channel.
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To investigate the capability of the IR-only model further, we trained an additional
IR model, defining five classes to break down our “other” class back into disorganized
and other types of clouds (mid- and high-level clouds), leaving the new “other” category
to cover only clear ocean and land surfaces, as shown in Figure 8. Here, we see that the
classes that exhibited low accuracy values were the disorganized and other clouds, while
the open and closed classes exhibited high accuracy between 80 and 90% depending on the
scenes. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that the truth masks, which were manually
created, might have resulted in true-positive values to be low because of inconsistent
truth labeling rather than because of real mis-classification by the model. This issue is
evident in many other supervised machine learning applications, and especially ones for
remote-sensing applications where intensive manual labeling can enhance predictability
and accuracy but is very sparse due to its costly nature. Future solutions to this might
include the development of an unsupervised classification scheme that can be used as a
basis for a larger labeled dataset.
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at 20:00 UTC and the right upper panel shows its corresponding confusion matrix. The left lower
panels show the IR input, mask, and prediction triplet for 25 September 2018 at 04:00 UTC and the
right lower panel shows its corresponding confusion matrix.

4.3. MCC Cloud Type Diurnal Variations and Seasonal Trends

In this section we present prediction results using our three-class IR-only CNN network
architecture, for the period between August and October, covering 2016, 2017, and 2018 BB
seasons that were also sampled by ORACLES.

Figure 9 shows the probability distribution functions during the day (08:00–16:00 UTC)
for the three BB seasons of closed and open MCC clouds for four cloud property variables
available from the cloud property retrieval algorithms developed for MODIS [41,42] and
applied on the SEVIRI dataset by the NASA Langley Cloud group (see data link in data
the availability section). We show only daytime statistics because of the high uncertainty
of the cloud property retrieval algorithm during the night. As seen, open MCC clouds
showed larger effective radii (Re) and smaller cloud optical depths (COD) than closed
MCC clouds, which is expected based on the fact that open MCC clouds are considered
precipitating systems. This is also in accordance with [8,10], both analyzing several years
of once-daily MODIS overpasses. As LWP is directly proportional to Re and COD in the
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MODIS retrieval algorithm, the LWP showed corresponding trends, especially dominated
by COD. Additionally, as expected, cloud number concentration (Nd) was much higher for
the closed MCC, as these are predominately non-precipitating systems.
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four cloud properties retrieved from SEVIRI using the MODIS algorithm, with (a) showing COD
(cloud optical depth), (b) Re (cloud effective radii), (c) LWP (liquid water path), and (d) Nd (cloud
number concentration). Closed MCC is shown in solid blue lines and open MCC is shown in solid
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Figure 10 shows the seasonal variations based on half-hourly diurnal predictions for
August through October for the three years corresponding with the ORACLES campaign
(2016–2018). The closed MCC fraction (percentage cover of the research domain) ranged
between 0.25 and 0.4, with some higher values spiking in mid-August 2016 and October
2017. Open MCC showed higher variability with an average of 15% coverage and peaks
during August–September 2016, September and October 2017, and August 2018, with the
latter corresponding to a low fraction in the closed MCC fraction (see Figure 10a).
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To validate and compare our results to available data from MODIS [8], we calculated
the area coverage of closed and open MCC clouds classified by their method and compared
it with our results. Since our algorithm assigns a class per each pixel, cloud area coverage
was calculated by multiplying the domain area by the fractional cloud type amount,
as the SEVIRI L1B product pixels are equidistant. Cloud type coverage area for Yuan
et al. [8]’s product were calculated based on integrating the total area classified by the
scheme (identifying a class per 128 × 128 km2 patch), where closed MCC uses the sum of
both stratus and closed MCC (their classes being 0 and 1), and open MCC uses open MCC
and clustered cumulus (their classes being 3 and 4) within the domain area. Although these
two algorithms use two different approaches, we see that the cloud type area distributions
(Figure 11) are remarkably similar. Specifically, while closed MCC area distributions were
shown to be relatively constant for all three months (Figure 11a,c), open MCC showed
differences among the three months, with October having a lower open MCC area coverage,
following August and September (Figure 11b,d).
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Figure 11. Normalized probability density functions for (a) closed MCC and (b) open MCC derived
by the current algorithm from SEVIRI (integrating 30 min. predictions) and (c) closed MCC and
(d) open MCC derived by Yuan et al. [8]’s algorithm for the MODIS daytime overpass, aggregating
data from the BB months (August–October) both over the SEA domain as defined in Figure 1.

Furthermore, in Figure 12 we show the domain cloud coverage percentage compar-
isons. Figure 12a shows cloud type percentage means over the entire day (for 30 min.
prediction intervals using SEVIRI data and the current methodology), while Figure 12b
shows only daytime predictions that correspond to the MODIS Aqua overpass (at 13:30
local time). To compare with Yuan et al. [8], we used their closed and open MCC cloud area
coverage (daily, over 2016–2018), calculated as detailed in Figure 11, divided by the total
cloud area coverage given by their algorithm to obtain the domain area cloud coverage
shown in Figure 12c. As seen, the results were fairly consistent with closed MCC coverage
between 20 and 25% and open MCC at around 15% for both algorithms. The increase in
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closed MCC for the all-day SEVIRI data (Figure 12a) represents the increase in closed MCC
during the night (see also Figure 13b).
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Figure 12. Domain area cloud coverage percentage for closed (blue) and open (orange) MCC cloud
types, calculated using (a) all-day (30 min. interval) SEVIRI retrievals using the current work,
(b) SEVIRI retrievals sampled at 13:30 local time to correspond with the MODIS overpass, and
(c) Yuan et al. [8]’s retrievals from once-daily MODIS Aqua overpass.
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Figure 13. (a) Time of day (daytime only) fractional amount (where fraction represents the amount
of pixels classified by a certain cloud type relative to the entire pixels over the research domain) for
Closed, Open and Other cloud types, (b) same as a but for the entire diurnal cycle, where shaded area
represents the 95% confidence interval margin based on the data standard deviation per each class,
and (c) diurnal variability similar to b but parsed for each month (class color is similar to previous
panels and months marked by different line types).

Figure 13 shows time-of-day variations of our class types, i.e., other, closed, and
open MCC. Daytime variations were quite small, as depicted by Figure 13a, for both the
closed and open MCC classes, and depict the need for a diurnal detection algorithm for
better understanding of these clouds’ diurnal dynamics. While Figure 13a only shows the
tail of the decrease in closed MCC from dawn onwards until the afternoon minimum, it
allows one to derive the relatively steady behavior of both closed and open MCC during
the day, a feature that was possible to extract due to the utilization of the IR model,
which does not exhibit daytime illumination variability as its visible counterpart. As
described by [43] and references therein, the diurnal cycle of marine BL clouds has a
distinct but broad stratocumulus maximum during nighttime, which is also shown here
(Figure 13b), occurring between 22:00 and 04:00 UTC, with a decrease after dawn. Applying
our algorithm to MODIS day (13:30) and night (01:30) overpass scenes (not shown) also
revealed a similar trend with nighttime closed MCC coverage, increasing to about 40%.
We note that the decrease of closed MCC during the day (Figure 13b) was only slightly
compensated by open MCC, mainly in the early and late afternoon, as is sometimes
evident from the formation of POCs, which occupy only a small fraction of the domain. In
contrast, closed MCC’s decrease often occurred with the “other” type increasing, the latter
including both the disorganized MCC type but also other clouds and the open ocean. When
inspecting the images visually, the decrease in closed MCC was initially compensated for by
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an increase in disorganized structures during the day, later (in the late afternoon) becoming
either open or dissipating into clear sky scenes.

In Figure 13c we show the same diurnal variability as in Figure 13b, but separated
into the main BB-dominated months, i.e., August through October. As seen, the diurnal
variability of closed MCC was very small among these three months, and while the diurnal
variability of open MCC was very small as well, the open MCC amount differed within
these three months. Although others (e.g., [43,44]) have shown diurnal variability for
MSC clouds from radar and microwave ground-based observations, as well as diurnal
variability of LWP (i.e., morning and afternoon) from satellite observations (e.g., [45]), we
note here that this is the first time that the diurnal variability of MCC cloud types was
described from high-temporal-resolution satellite observations. Reasons for the differences
in seasonal variability of open MCC within the investigated period might include the
fact that meteorological conditions, as well as fire conditions and aerosol amount and
composition (as described by e.g., [46]), were different between the three months. However,
the relationships between aerosol amount and type and cloud properties are beyond the
scope of this work and are developed in a companion paper (in prep.). A decrease in POC
from August through October over the SEA cloud deck was also observed by [10] using
13-year daytime MODIS climatology, which supports our results shown here.

4.4. Application of IR Model MCC Classification on GOES-ABI

To test the applicability of our algorithm towards a global product, we used our IR-
only model that was trained on SEVIRI images (as detailed above) to predict closed and
open MCC cloud types from GOES-16. This was carried out for the Peruvian stratocumulus
semi-permanent cloud deck over the SEP (South-East Pacific) domain covering the region
between 10–30◦S and 70–90◦W. The two main differences among the SEVIRI and the GOES-
16 are the spectral band maximum of the IR input channel (10.3 mm in GOES compared
with 10.8 mm in SEVIRI) and the slightly higher spatial resolution (2 km compared with
3 km) ground FOV (field-of-view) per pixel. Despite these differences, we did not make
any adjustments to our model prior to prediction and the only pre-processing performed
on the input was the scaling according to Equation (1). Figure 14 shows an example of
prediction for 1 October 2018 over the SEP domain using the GOES-16 10.3 mm channel as
input, with several distinct time-stamps. As seen, closed MCC cover was dominant during
the night (upper three rows), while the non-bounded open cells seemed to prevail during
the night and decrease at sunrise (07:30 LT), and POCs started to grow and aggregate from
before sunrise and peaked in the afternoon (14:30 LT). The open MCCs observed at the
bottom parts of the image were converted to structures resembling more disorganized
MCCs and hence are marked by black (i.e., the “other” class, which combines several cloud
and background types). Additional misclassification can occur since GOES has different
resolutions than the training dataset; thus, it is possible that if the clouds are too broken in
the open cell (e.g., clustered cumulus), they will be classified as “other”.

Nevertheless, although we did not generate ground truth for this region, we see
that our model was able to capture the formation and dissipation of open MCCs and the
expansion of the closed MCC regions as the night progressed.

Figure 15 further shows daytime and diurnal plots, similar to Figure 13, but for the
SEP region. Data were available only for Aug–Oct for 2018. As shown, daytime and
diurnal trends followed similar behavior for both the SEA and SEP regions, with minimal
changes during daytime hours and a decrease in the closed MCC coverage later in the
day, peaking broadly during the night. Nevertheless, there was a small trend showing
open cells increased during the day, between 10:00 and 14:00 local time (evident also in
Figure 14), and indeed, Wood et al. [47] showed that POCs over the SEP preferentially form
during early morning hours when precipitation maximizes, which partially explains our
observation of this daytime maximum. Another interesting difference is the percentage
coverage among cloud types over the SEP, where closed MCCs dominated the scene for the
entire season (slightly less in October) and exhibited much larger fractions when compared
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to their counterparts in the SEA region. Since closed MCCs have been associated with
higher lower tropospheric stability (LTS), e.g., [2], we postulate that the higher monthly
mean LTS calculated from ERA-5 reanalysis over the SEP (22–24 over the entire domain)
during these months compared with the SEA (19–20 over the domain) and the larger spatial
spread of this stability over the SEP domain is the main reason for this. Finally, open MCC
featured a similar trend to that observed in other investigations (e.g., [10]), i.e., a decrease
in open MCC coverage from August through October.
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Figure 14. Example of selected time-stamp predictions using the IR-only model on the GOES-ABI IR
channel (10.3 mm) imagery as an input. IR images are shown on the left and prediction (with color
code in the legend) on the right columns, respectively. Time is presented in both UTC and local time
(LCT, which is UTC-5 in this region). White arrows represent areas of POC (pockets of open cells) in
the corresponding images.
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Figure 15. Similar to Figure 13, but for the SEP region in 2018, as defined in text, presented at local
time (UTC-5), showing (a) time of day (daytime only) fractional amount (where fraction represents
the amount of pixels classified by a certain cloud type relative to the entire pixels over the research
domain) for closed, open, and other cloud types; (b) the same as (a) but for the entire diurnal cycle,
where the shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval margin based on the data standard
deviation per each class, and (c) diurnal variability similar to (b) but parsed for each month (class
color is similar to previous panels and months are marked by different line types).

5. Discussion

In this work, we developed a CNN-based model for semantic segmentation of MCC
cloud types. These clouds are common over vast areas over the Earth’s oceans and exist
mostly as semi-permanent cloud decks, specifically off the coast of Namibia, over the SEA,
off the coast of Chile, over the SEP, and off the coast of California. Their persistence and
radiatively important properties play a large role in the Earth’s radiative budget, while also
causing confounding results in global models aiming at their accurate predictions. While
heavily investigated using multiple observational (ground-based, in-situ, satellite) and
modeling tools (e.g., [2,5,43,47] and references therein), current remote-sensing schemes
that perform MCC classification have been developed for day-only observations, e.g., Wood
and Hartmann [4] and Yuan et al. [8], for MODIS, and in addition, only predict the patch
type (either 256 × 256 km2 or 128 × 128 km2, respectively). Newer algorithms such that
of Watson-Parris et al. [10], which was developed using a semantically segmented CNN-
based model, only predict a certain type of cloud, which are the open-cell pockets enclosed
within the closed-cell deck, and do so only for daytime scenes. Herein, we expanded and
developed a semantically segmented CNN-based algorithm classifying both closed and
open MCC cells in the broad sense, where not only enclosed open cells are classified, but
a wider variety, which also allows tracking the closed-to-open cell transitions over larger
areas. In addition, our algorithm classifies IR images, which allows generating both day
and night predictions for an improved understanding of these unique clouds’ diurnal
cycles and their dependency on meteorological and environmental variables. This is the
first time that MCC cloud types could be classified from space during both day and night,
and since the diurnal cycle of mesoscale organizations has barely been studied before,
our work sheds new light on that. Indeed, recently Zhang and Zuidema [43] showed the
diurnal cycle of low-level clouds over Ascension Island, but this was based on cloud classes
observed and classified from a single ground-based location, noting their instantaneous
definition (e.g., cumulus, stratocumulus, etc.), which is hard to extrapolate regionally.

When testing visible and infrared images as inputs to our algorithm, we realized that
visible images when used during transition times of day (early morning and late afternoon)
did not yield good prediction results due to illumination differences. In contrast, we found
that the IR-only based model was capable of accurately predicting the almost-constant
coverage of both closed and open MCC clouds during the day, while also allowing the
probing of their diurnal variability under different conditions. The latter was used to
show that during October, a month with a relatively low BB amount, open MCC diurnal
variation was more distinct than in months with higher BB amounts such as August and
September. Furthermore, and concurrent with previous observations, the amount of open
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MCC derived by our algorithm was shown to be higher during August and September
than October, with a relatively stable coverage amount by the closed MCC cloud type
over the SEA domain. Diurnal variability derived from our algorithm has corroborated
ground-based observations, noticing the broad closed MCC peak during nighttime and its
dissipation during the day.

To validate our algorithm further, we compared various closed and open MCC cloud
property distributions with the available literature and found that during the day our
results corresponded well with available distributions for Re and COD, where open MCC
Re was higher and COD was lower when compared with closed MCC. In addition, we
also observed an increased cloud number concentration in the closed MCC cloud types, as
expected.

When comparing cloud type area coverage between the current work and [8], we
found similar trends wherein closed MCC area did not change much during the BB season
and open MCC decreased in October. In addition, when comparing cloud type cover (in
percentage) over the SEA domain, our results and the algorithm developed by [8] yielded
similar results, with closed MCC occupying about 25–30% of the domain and open MCC
15–20% during the day.

In our attempt to generalize the prediction model on a different satellite platform, we
applied our IR-only model trained on SEVIRI imagery over the SEA domain to GOES-16
new-generation imagery over the SEP domain. Here, we showed good prediction results,
coherent with the SEA results when inspected visually. In addition, when examining the
diurnal variation over August–October of 2018, we found similar behavior to the SEA
domain, with a more distinct increase in open MCC during the day and a decrease from
August through October, while closed MCC dominated this domain, most likely because of
higher regional lower tropospheric stability.

Nevertheless, to further test and quantify our algorithm globally, we will need to
generate a larger set of truth labels, which will make the algorithm more robust, especially
if we also want to predict disorganized MCCs, which are more subjective to define when
only using visual imagery. Additional effort and verification are needed to compare
predictions generated for different spatial resolution inputs, as briefly demonstrated here.

Future applications to use this algorithm are ongoing and we are currently utilizing
the method developed herein, collocated with fine temporal and spatial resolution airborne
in situ data, to study closed and open MCC cloud adjustments over the SEA during the
BB season.
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